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Today’s MD NRCS Representatives:

• Colleen Kiefer – District Conservationist, Calvert County
– Colleen.Kiefer@usda.gov

• Jordan Bailey – Farm Bill Program Specialist, Annapolis, 
Maryland State Office
– Jordan.Bailey2@usda.gov

• Ann Rossi-Gill – Area Resource Soil Scientist, Easton, Talbot 
Field Service Center
– Ann.RossiGill@usda.gov

• Susan Lamb – Resource Conservationist, Annapolis State 
Office
– Susan.Lamb@usda.gov
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Objectives
• Types of Technical Assistance - focus on
Soil Health

• Outline the typical 
steps to access NRCS 
Assistance

• Brief intro to basic financial assistance 
programs offering soil health related practices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A little help through the alphabet soup of financial assistance programs.
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Sustaining Agricultural Soil Productivity 

• Historically – Hugh Hammond Bennett focused 
his whole life’s work on learning and 
disseminating information on soil degradation.

• Now we move forward from reducing erosion…

• To building Soil Health and resilience
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the crisis of the Dust Bowl  at the start of the 20th century to building resilience in the 21st century. Soil Erosion Service to Soil Conservation Service to Natural Resources Conservation Service…Building the science & solutions in the field.Mapping soils, studying erosion effects & solutions, developing plant materials for addressing specific problems.  Describing and mapping Dynamic Soil Properties – those soil properties that change due to management.
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Technical Assistance
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Maryland

Resources

• Soil Health Assessment
–Ongoing studies in the field - assisting in field soil 

health assessment
• Grant funded Projects
• University projects
• Sampling strategy development

• Assessment Tools
–Soil Health Card – simple, indicator-based 

scoring, qualitative
–Soil Health bucket kit – more parameters, semi-

quantitative to quantitative
7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sampling strategy – efficiency & effectiveness.  We can agree that comprehensive data collection is great, limitations of time & $ are always present.  Frequent sampling is not necessarily going to yield better results or more information sooner, especially in processes that can take a while to develop measurable change.If you are developing a sampling strategy for a special project, I would suggest consulting with a person like Annie, with experience using in-field assessment tools.
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Technical Assistance

• Training for field staff 
– In the (virtual) classroom, On the Job Training, in the field
– Integrating soil health principles explicitly into many facets of 

what we do

• Pamphlets & Outreach
– Fact sheets for producers/land managers
– Information for educators
– Demonstrations
– https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/soils/health/

– Videos:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/national/soils/health/?cid=stelprdb1048858
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRCS participation in field days, events, courses (such as Master Naturalists, Watershed Stewards, etc.) may be available.  We try, but our availability is not guaranteed.  Depends on staffing, workload, season, etc.

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/soils/health/
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/national/soils/health/?cid=stelprdb1048858
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Soils Information

• Web Soil Survey –
–soil health related 
interpretations
–Land Capability – planning 
to promote appropriate land use, 
maximizing soil’s function for it’s 
best-suited role in the environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you understand what the capability of the soil or land is, and what it’s limitations are, then you can assist the landowner in planning uses that will improve the soil function in the environment, be that for row crops, orchard or tree crops, pasture, or wildlife habitat & a riparian filter of ground water.Likewise, but from the “negative” approach – Soil Vulnerabilities are available in WSS, with detail on what the limitations for management and maintaining or improving soil health are.
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Conservation Planning
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Maryland

Conservation Planning

• Conservation Plans –
– Landowner or farm operator goals determined
– All resources on the farm assessed
– Plan developed
– Work with all types of ag production systems, also forestry 

& wildlife
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conservation Planning is voluntary, except in some circumstances such as Chesapeake Bay Critical Area or ag preservation properties.122 conservation practices on MD list, about 50 of which have direct, beneficial effects on soil health, and many of the other practices may have indirect beneficial effects or can be part of a system that directly or indirectly benefits soil health.Sometimes the standard practice
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Planning for Soil Health

• Ongoing training for field staff in MD 
Conservation Partnership 
– addressing Soil Health principles explicitly when 

that is the goal of the customer

–Modeling effects of management systems on soil 
health the Soil Conditioning Index (SCI) in 
RUSLE2
•Detailed systems input
•Trends in soil organic matter show in SCI OM 
subfactor
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conservation Planning is voluntary, and is meant to work with the goals and needs of the producer or landowner.RUSLE2 is a tool developed for erosion prediction, but it has other uses, which such as SCI and even fuel use
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Soil Health Principles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just one quick example in one type of system.Organic Production – the big challenge is the “do not disturb” principle
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Financial Assistance
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Maryland

Financial Assistance

Landowner has a Conservation Plan - we can 
help them access Conservation Programs. 

Financial Assistance addresses Resource 
Concerns

Practices and scenarios can be selected to 
address Soil Quality Limitations

Programs require participant to “take 
conservation to a higher level”.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryland has the MD Ag Cost Share Program, that used to pay much better for certain things.  Programs are changing in MD.  NRCS programs cover MANY more practices, and sizes and types of operations.NRCS has no explicit Soil Health Improvement Program, but our programs can be used to improve soil health.The Soil Quality Limitations Resource Concern category :	Aggregate Instability	Compaction	Concentration of Salts & Other Chemicals	Organic Matter Depletion	Soil Organism Habitat Loss or Degradation	Subsidence (organic soils only)
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Tiny Example -
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking conservation to a higher level.  For instance, cover crop.  Say farmer has been participating in the MACS cover crop for years, planting winter wheat in years when he grows corn.  Taking this cover crop to a “higher level” could include several “tweaks” to implement more soil health principles.  If they already plant cover crop in their rotation, then they would apply to EQIP to plant multi-species cover crop.
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Program Eligibility

• Staff will assist in determining eligibility:
–The Producer
–The Land
–The Conservation Practices

• Competitive Programs
–Applications are ranked
–Numerous fund pools
–Application deadlines for annual funding cycle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The producer or landowner or entity – must have significant interest in agricultural or forestry operation. Must have “control of the land” and permission to install or plant practices. No size or income or type of operation or location limits.Privately owned land, tribal land, leased land, can be public land, with some stipulations.Practices must improve an identified resource concern, Practices be planned to meet NRCS standard, on the list of the State (states do not offer all practices) & must take conservation to a higher level.
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Financial Assistance Programs

• Contracts
–Practices meet standard – designs and details 

provided
–Participant arranges to install or construct or plant 

or DIY
–Participant is reimbursed after the practice(s) 

installed & certified
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We cannot answer the question of what % of a practice or project cost is reimbursed, because “it depends”…Cost lists are based on scenarios (see previous cover crop scenarios 2 slides back).  Scenarios are developed based on the component costs at a fix regional rate.  They include labor, equipment, materials and seed.  Then a cost per unit is determined.  Payment rates are then based on a percentage of that scenario cost per unit.  That rate is higher for Historically Underserved participants, and for some priority resource concerns, practices or areas depending on the program.The document that contains all the MD scenarios is >1000 pages!
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And now we dive into some alphabet soup:

• EQIP – Environmental Quality Incentives 
Program

• RCPP – Regional Conservation Partnership 
Program

• CSP (or CStP or CStwP) – Conservation 
Stewardship Program

• CIG – Conservation Innovation Grants
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EQIP
• The old workhorse of the NRCS programs
• National & State resource concern priorities
• Locally led funding priorities
• Numerous Soil Health related practices on list
• Higher payment rates for historically 

underserved participants
– https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/md/programs/f

inancial/eqip/?cid=nrcseprd1710026
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically Underserved participants: Socially Disadvantaged, Beginning Farmer, Limited Resource, Veteran Beginning Farmerhttps://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/md/programs/financial/eqip/?cid=nrcseprd1710026National and State PrioritiesThe following national priorities, consistent with statutory resources concerns that include soil, water, wildlife, air quality, and related natural resource concerns, may be used in EQIP implementation:Reductions of nonpoint source pollution, such as nutrients, sediment, pesticides, or excess salinity in impaired watersheds consistent with total maximum daily loads (TMDL) where available; the reduction of surface and groundwater contamination; and the reduction of contamination from agricultural sources, such as animal feeding operationsConservation of ground and surface water resourcesReduction of emissions, such as particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic compounds, and ozone precursors and depleters that contribute to air quality impairment violations of National Ambient Air Quality StandardsReduction in soil erosion and sedimentation from unacceptable levels on agricultural landPromotion of at-risk species habitat conservation including development and improvement of wildlife habitatEnergy conservation to help save fuel, improve efficiency of water use, maintain production, and protect soil and water resources by more efficiently using fertilizers and pesticides andBiological carbon storage and sequestrationIn addition, Maryland has identified the following priorities:Air Quality EmissionsAquatic HabitatConcentrated ErosionDegraded Plant ConditionField Sediment, Nutrient and Pathogen LossInefficient Energy UseLivestock Production LimitationPest PressureSoil Quality LimitationsStorage and Handling of PollutantsTerrestrial HabitatWind and Water Erosion

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/md/programs/financial/eqip/?cid=nrcseprd1710026
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Conservation Stewardship Program
• Rewards producers for conservation already 

implemented
• Takes conservation to a higher level by doing 

activities or enhancements beyond the basic 
practice

• Annual Payments for 5 years:
–Resource Concerns met at time of application
–Land enrolled
–Payments for the Activities the year installed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complex program. Numerous activities are or can be construed as soil health related.  We try to keep it simple; some activities have extensive requirements; many involve producer documentation and record keeping.  I often describe CSP this way.  NRCS is paying farmers to document, observe and learn or build from those observations.  If that fits your customer’s style of operation, then this is a good option for them.
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Resource Conservation Partnership
Program (RCPP)

• $300 million allocated annually Nationwide
–State/Multi-State
–Critical Conservation Areas (CCA)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Jordan Bailey’s program.  
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RCPP Critical Conservation Areas
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RCPP
• Promotes coordination of NRCS conservation 

activities with Partners to:
–Implement projects for innovative solutions
–Provide measurable improvements
–Outcomes will improve Resource Concerns
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RCPP – How it Works
OVERVIEW:

• Partners apply to NRCS for project awards

• Selected Projects have their own Funding Pool

• Partners enter into Agreement with NRCS
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RCPP – How it Works, continued
ELIGIBILITY:
• Partners –

–Must be interested in partnering with NRCS
–Present project focused on RCPP Goals

• Lands –
–Projects carried out on:

• Agricultural
• Nonindustrial Private Forest
• Associated Lands
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RCPP – Conservation Activities

• Land Management
• Land Improvements
• Restoration Activities
• Land Rentals
• Entity-Held Easements
• U.S.-Held Easements
• Public Works/Watersheds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRCS Web sites have examples and successes.  Annual project awards are listed.Farm Bill priorities are listed.
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RCPP – How to Apply
• Partners applying for RCPP funds:

–Application round for Fiscal Year ‘22 TBD
–Work with State Office RCPP Program Specialist

• Jordan Bailey Jordan.Bailey2@usda.gov-
410-913-0264

• Producers applying for Partner acquired RCPP 
funds:
–Look for NRCS & Partner announcements
–Work with NRCS Field Office in each County
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Current MD RCPP Projects
• 8 Active Projects

–4 CCA
–3 State
–1 National
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlighting one here with a soil health focus
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RCPP in MD
• Grazing for Water Quality & Soil Health

–Lead Partner: Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc.
–Funding Pool: State
–Lead NRCS State: Maryland
–Project Years: 2020-2022
–Primary Resource Concern: Aquatic Habitat
–Additional RCs: Field Sediment, Nutrient & 

Pathogen Loss
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RCPP in MD – example cont.
• Geographic Area of MD:

– Washington, Frederick, Carroll, Montgomery, Baltimore

• Rationale: Counties with highest concentration 
of dairy and livestock operations

• Core Practices:
–Pasture Planting (512)
–Prescribed Grazing (528)
–Watering Facilities (614)
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RCPP in MD – example cont.

• Supplemental 
Practices:
– Grazing Management Plans 

(110)
– Waste Storage Facilities 

(313)
– Fencing (382)
– Trails & Walkways (575)
– Water Well (642)
– Pumping Plant (533)

– Stream Crossing (578)
– Access Control (472)
– Cover Crops (340)
– Riparian Forest Buffers (391)
– Livestock Pipeline (516)
– Heavy Use Area Protection 

(561)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We design systems, develop CNMPs, before the producer applies for financial assistance.
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CIG – Conservation Innovation Grants
• FY ‘21 Topics:

–Innovative Technology or Methods/ or Water 
Quality or Nutrient Management

–Environmental Health & Productivity of Grazing
Land

–Soil Health & Regenerative Agriculture
Conservation Innovation Grants | NRCS Maryland 
(usda.gov)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FY ’22 topics are not yet posted on the State of National sites.The FY ’21 application deadline was in March.  Anticipate that it will be in a similar time-frame this year.Conservation Innovation Grants | NRCS (usda.gov)There are State and National Grants. National CIG projects cross state boundaries.Examples, forms, guidance, webinars, and more

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/md/programs/financial/cig/
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Questions?
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